ACTING ON GDPR
GDPR comes into force May 2018
Four years in the making, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
is the new EU legislation that will come into effect from May 2018. It
builds on the previous EU directive, which has not changed since 1995
and is now deemed outdated.
The good news is that, with the introduction of GDPR, most of the
complexity around understanding the various data protection regulations
in Europe will be cleared up. Furthermore, GDPR is preparing for a new
era now defined by cloud, mobile, social, big data and an increased
exchange of data across national borders. In essence, GDPR affects
all companies that process the personal data of EU-citizens. This also
extends to companies that process data of EU citizens without having a
physical presence in the EU.

ARE ORGANISATIONS PREPARED?
In 2017 there has been a proliferation of articles, covering GDPR.
Most have echoed similar points about the need to prepare
and what impact GDPR will have on organisations of all sizes.
However, despite this, it would appear that many organisations are
still not prepared or indeed preparing.
For many organisations, the hardest part is getting started.
Although GDPR builds on the existing Data Protection Act, it’s
a sizable and daunting piece of legislation. But with closer
regulatory oversight anticipated, it’s important to get going now.

How can Core to Cloud and Nuix help?
Data is at the heart of the GDPR. Put simply, you can’t protect or
manage data that you don’t know you have or what it contains.
Together Core to Cloud and Nuix can help you to better
understand and categorise your data. In particular we can help
with:
Data Transparency: With hooks into large number of platforms
and capability to extract content and meta-data from thousands of
file formats, Nuix can be used to help you better understand your
legacy information assets to give you a starting position from which
to determine how best to manage that data in accordance with
GDPR and other business requirements.

Nuix can provide a level of transparency so that you can make
informed information governance decisions and enable you
to answer the “who, what, where, when, why” questions you
may have of your data. With Nuix, you are also able to apply
classification to the data for security categorisations, clean-up
and undertake remediation exercises, you can also undertake
migrations or apply other business taxonomies onto the data. Nuix
also has proactive governance probes which hunt for specific types
of information such as personally identifiable information or other
sensitive data.
Subject Access Requests: Nuix can also be used to assist in
the management of subject access requests (SAR), providing
comprehensive processing and search capability across various
data sources as well as advanced filtering and culling techniques
to collapse data volumes to a smaller and more relevant subset.
Nuix’s workflow also provides automated bulk redaction as well as
manual redaction and imaging and export workflows for creating a
package of data relevant to the SAR to collapse the time and costs
associated with dealing with such requests. The system is also fully
audited to enable you to prove a complete and rigorous process
and allows the recording of comments and other information to
ensure a fully defensible position in case of dispute. The same
solution can also be used to help with right to be forgotten, right to
portability and responding to other regulatory requests.

For more information on Nuix or any other vendor in our
portfolio please contact us
www.coretocloud.co.uk | +44 (0) 1367 701 500
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Why Core to Cloud?

WHY IS THIS
IMPORTANT?

Core to Cloud delivers solutions that help organisations to
discover, defend and respond to the latest security threats on
the horizon and to also ensure compliance. We bring highly
disruptive security and cloud technologies, like Nuix, to market.
As a business we look at the bigger picture, working hard to
understand the business requirements and objectives, to analyse
your particular pain points, aligning technology solutions to your
specific needs.

Our Unique Approach

Organisations already face challenges when dealing
with Access, Portability and Right to be Forgotten
requests due to inefficient, costly and often manual
processes. These challenges will only get worse as
the GDPR affords more rights to the data subject over
and above the DPA due to the following:

We understand that it can be relatively straightforward to
establish where you want to go, but much harder to set the
wheels in motion to get you there. Here at Core to Cloud we
take you on a journey whether that means recommending a
point solution, or looking more holistically at your overall security
requirements.

•

Vendor Independence

Increased volume - Current £10 fee per request
is being removed which will open the flood gates
to more requests, meaning more efficient ways of
dealing with these will be required.

•

Reduced timeframes - Current disclosure
deadline of 40 days is being reduced to 30 days

•

Increased complexity - Under DPA the Right to
be Forgotten is limited to cases where processing
causes substantial damage or distress. Under
GDPR this threshold is removed.

•

Right of Portability - If the individual requests it,
you must transmit their data directly to another
organisation, if this is technically feasible within 1
month.

We pride ourselves on being a different type of solutions
provider. Not only do we have depth of industry experience and
a strong focus on security, compliance and all things cloud, but
we are vendor independent. This means the only agenda we
are working on is yours.

Discover, Defend, Respond
First, we take the time to understand your security drivers, then
we challenge constructively and stress-test robustly to ensure all
is thought through. So whether you are looking for penetration
testing and understanding how intruders approach your
network, or whether you are looking to understand, find and
secure your data and perimeter, or even if you are looking to
secure applications, devices and provide incident response –
we’ve got it covered!

Secure Cloud
From core on-premise IT security and infrastructure to best-ofbreed cloud technology, we design and deliver industry leading,
enterprise level solutions. We offer one point of contact for
UK-based support across all services 24/7/365. We recognise
that one size does not fit all, and we work with clients to design
bespoke IT solutions.

For more information on Nuix or any other
vendor in our portfolio please contact us
www.coretocloud.co.uk
+44 (0) 1367 701 500
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